Origami Heart Dish

Start Color side up if using duo-color paper

1. Valley fold and unfold. Turn over and rotate.

2. Valley fold and unfold only the left side. Rotate.

3. Mountain fold and unfold the bottom to the center crease. Then mountain fold the top half behind on the existing crease.

4. Valley fold the bottom point of the top layer to the crease so that the left diagonal edge meets the top of the vertical center. Model will be 3D.

5. Unfold and repeat on the right.


7. Using existing creases on the top layer only, pinch the bottom center together and lift the flap up along the diagonal creases, standing the center triangle straight up. Model becomes 3D.

8. Fold the standing center flap down to the left.

9. Mountain fold underneath the flap below. Mountain fold the the top tips behind on existing creases.
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